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The world of HR is changing. RPA, self-service, AI and data
intelligence are not simply buzzwords representing the

'future of HR', but provide a real opportunity for HR and
payroll to reinvent itself in a more strategic role.

Silver Cloud has been helping organisations realise this
potential for over a decade, providing the advice and

practical support needed to select, implement and manage
HR and payroll systems.

HRIS Selection
When it comes to selection, recent years have seen a shift in

what organisations are asking for from HR systems. 

Where we would traditionally be supplied with a 'wish list'
from HR teams about what they needed, now there is much

more focus on the end user and employees.

An HR system needs to be usable, engaging and scalable.
Importantly, it needs to work alongside your core business

processes and provide you with insights that will enable your
employees and therefore your business to thrive.

Selecting HR software that can do all of this and more is a
multi-step process. This paper seeks to demystify this

process, and set out the vital 12 steps to successful selection.

CHAMPIONING DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION IN 

HR & PAYROLL
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"The sponsor is

ultimately responsible

for the HRIS project and

is the key decision

maker."

ESTABLISH THE
PROJECT TEAM AND
THE ROLE OF THE
PROJECT SPONSOR
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PROJECT SPONSOR VS PROJECT MANAGER 

Project managers and sponsors work side by side on HRIS and broader change-
management projects. One level above the project manager, the sponsor will
typically already be in place before a project manager is appointed.

While the project manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the
project, the sponsor seeks to promote the project by keeping it high on the
priority list. 

It’s the sponsor’s job to make sure that the project is well resourced and has the
right financial backing. They must also be able to resolve any issues out of the
project manager’s scope and keep senior management on side.
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Role / Responsibility

Day to day management of the project work

Project deliverables

Funding

Direct / Manage team

Liaise with suppliers/account managers

Project Sponsor

No

Accepts

Approves

No

No

Project Manager

Yes

Yes

Yes

Produces

Requests
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RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

Details on what should be included
in a business case can vary

according to organisation however
the bullets to your left provide a

basic outline.

It is also important to back up each
aspect of your business case with

some tangible numbers to show
how you will get a return on

investment.

You may wish to use this
calculator which has been put

together to help you with some of
the most common calculations
used in an HRIS business case,

including HR to employee ratio,
onboarding and reporting savings.

INVOLVE KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Your case should support wider business strategy

DEMONSTRATE UNDERSTANDING

Senior finance, operations, IT and customer service

BENEFITS IN PRACTICE

Calculate man hours and potential savings

EVIDENCE

COST OF DOING NOTHING
E.G. Non compliance, talent attraction, reputation

OUTLINE THE NEED

CLARIFY THE
BUSINESS CASE

Holistic approach. Needs of the business, not individuals

The benefits of digital transformation should be
compelling enough to achieve cross-board buy in
from the start. But in reality, unless you can
make your business case for a new HR system
watertight, your plans for HRIS plans may never
make it off the page.

Include tangible and non-tangible benefits

TACKLE RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

Focus on the end user in your reasoning

Managing change is key

https://www.silvercloudhr.co.uk/resource-centre/business-case-calculator


Stephenson Harwood, a global law firm, requested Silver Cloud's support to help select and
implement a global HR and payroll platform across 10 countries.

With no global teams or processes in place, or an understanding of requirements, our
consultant supported them through all phases of their selection project.
  
In addition to Core HR processes, our project manager supported them through the selection
of a learning management system, selection and implementation of new BACS software and
created a reporting dashboard. 

Still a client today we continue to support them with training, data reconciliation, new
functionality and upgrades.

INDUSTRY :  LEGAL

NO. OF EMPLOYEES: 1000

NO. OF COUNTRIES :  10

FUNCTIONAL SCOPE: CORE HR,
PAYROLL,  ABSENCE, RECRUITMENT,
LEARNING

CASE
STUDY
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TIMELINE FOR
SELECTION: 
6 MONTHS
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RESEARCH THE MARKET
Understand HR technology and the market before shortlisting. Research the whole of
the market as well as system types, and define what is in scope.

Research online and through your network, use comparison sites or consultancies such
as Silver Cloud who have developed vendor selector tools such as this one.

When researching, it's important to keep an open mind and put any preconceptions
you may have aside. Don’t always listen to references given online or on social media.
Look for your own references, including from a client who has NOT renewed a contract. 

INTEGRATED OR STAND
ALONE?

Pros? Cons?

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

Research online and
through your network

Use comparison sites

Speak to independent
consultancies for advice

Keep an open mind

Consider all options

Consider both stand-alone and integrated systems. There is no 'right' approach, and the
advantages of either will depend on your organisation's setup and priorities.

 This video may give you some food for thought.
 
Visit CIPD Festival of Work or other HR tech conferences to get a feel for what is available.
Plan your day and research which exhibitors/vendors will be in attendance.
 

https://www.silvercloudhr.co.uk/which-hr-system/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jC8ZFj1YTnY


IDENTIFY
THE SCOPE

Identifying the scope and guiding
principles for the project through

meetings with senior HR management
and members of the leadership team is

an essential early step.

Gathering information from all
stakeholders is key to determining which

modules are required, whether an
integrated or stand-alone solution is

needed, how you will address
recruitment, learning and performance

management going forward, any data
and analytical requirements and what

other IT considerations need to be made.

DOES THE HRIS NEED TO
ADDRESS SPECIFIC INDUSTRY
NEEDS?

DOES THE PROJECT NEED TO FIT
WITH A BIGGER BUSINESS
AGENDA?

WHAT ARE LIKELY PROJECT RISKS?
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WHAT DOES YOUR FUTURE HR
OPERATING MODEL LOOK LIKE?



Define a project plan from the outset and decide
who will own the system before the selection
process begins.

A clear plan will not only help to manage vendors
but will also help to manage expectations and
keep stakeholders accountable.

In addition to establishing your project plan, don't
forget to communicate it clearly. And don't take
too long before getting started, functionality
changes rapidly as cloud-based systems progress.

ESTABLISH A
PROJECT PLAN

Before you speak to any vendors, work with relevant
stakeholders to determine high-level timescales and the
activities required at each stage of the process. 
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Once you have a plan, block out the relevant time for
demos in all stakeholders’ calendars so that busy
diaries do not hold up your process.
 
Don't feel concerned about quizzing the vendor on
other similar clients.
 
Bear in mind that functionality changes as
cloud-based systems rapidly progress.



ResMed provide digital health technologies and cloud-connected medical devices to
transform care for people with sleep apnea, COPD, and other chronic diseases. 

A global organisation with a workforce of circa 6000, ResMed needed to select a new HR
system within a 12 month time frame however had no capacity internally to manage this. 

Whilst they had a HRIS systems Team and Director in place they needed additional support to
guide them through the selection process as well as to help with planning an evaluation. 

Silver Cloud supplied an HRIS Selection Consultant to work with them for approximately one
day a week to act as a 'sense check' as well as to prepare some of the documentation. 

Workday was the chosen vendor and support was also given for the implementation partner.

INDUSTRY :  LIFE SCIENCES

NO. OF EMPLOYEES: 6000

NO. OF COUNTRIES :  34

FUNCTIONAL SCOPE: CORE HR,
ABSENCE, RECRUITMENT, LEARNING

CASE
STUDY
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TIMELINE FOR
SELECTION: 
8 MONTHS
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GATHER
REQUIREMENTS WHO TO

INVOLVE
IN THE

PROCESS?

Engage with the people who are closest to the business, i.e. departmental leads. Their
views are key to the selection of the system. Not only will they be responsible for initiating
various HR processes, they understand the data needs of their department.

You'll need to establish:

- What are managers' experiences of current HR processes?
- How easy is it for them to access employee data?
- How is employee data used to make department business decisions?

CUSTOMERSERVICE

IT
OPERATIONS

PAYROL
L

MARK
ETINGFINANCE

During the requirements gathering stage, you, along with the relevant stakeholders will
need to review current HR systems, data and reporting mechanisms to understand
their functionality and current frustrations. 

Look at how reporting is performed, what is the usability of your current system like and
what are your specific HR pain points? By looking at the existing workflow capability you
can then explore a range of suitable software solutions.

Consider also the current relationship with the existing vendor.

REVIEW EXISTING HR SYSTEMS



IT 
With cloud-based systems, the involvement of IT may be reduced compared to an on-
premise system, but it's important to involve them in the process from the start.

Consider: 
- What are the integration requirements with other departments?
- What are the current data security processes and sign-off procedures?
- Are there any data migration issues to consider?

RECRUITMENT
Many HRIS solutions offer integrated recruitment resources. If recruitment or talent
acquisition is in scope for the project consider the current ways of working vs the desired
ways of working.

Ask:
- What are your recruitment challenges?
- Is the current applicant experience cost-effective?

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
If learning is in scope for the project, consider the current learning and development
framework and the future needs of your business. If learning is not in scope, it is still useful
to meet with the L&D team to identify whether there are any dependencies on people data.

Consider:
- How is learning currently managed across the business?
- How are development needs identified?
- Are there any skills gaps that technology could help address?
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GATHER
REQUIREMENTS

DEPARTMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS
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FINANCE AND PAYROLL
Finance may have requirements for reporting, cost centres and processing payroll data into
the general ledger. Payroll, if in scope, is an area that requires detailed planning and
commitment to timescales. Therefore, it is important to establish the current ways of
working from each payroll owner and what they would like to see from a new system.

Consider:
- How does the current payroll system integrate with HR?
- Do you want to keep your current payment solution?
- What process changes would need to happen of a new payroll solution was introduced?

PERFORMANCE AND TALENT MANAGEMENT
Identifying, nurturing and recognising talent is key to an organisation's success. It is
therefore important to establish how performance (including appraisals, succession
planning and reward) is currently managed and how far tools and strategies align with both
best practice and the needs of the business.

Ask:
- What are the current challenges?
- Are appraisals conducted annually or has the business adopted a continuous approach?
- How is feedback collected from team members?
- Is there a strategy in place for succession planning?

GATHER
REQUIREMENTS

DEPARTMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS



Thomas Miller is an international provider of market leading insurance services and required
support to select a global HR and payroll system.  

With limited budget Silver Cloud was able to adapt our services in order to provide support in
phases. 

First our consultant process-mapped all 'as-is' HR processes to identify key requirements,
then ran a selection process. 

We also assisted with contract negotiation and implementation for CoreHR and continue to
provide ongoing support today, including with system upgrades.

INDUSTRY :  INSURANCE

NO. OF EMPLOYEES: 850

NO. OF COUNTRIES :  10

FUNCTIONAL SCOPE: CORE HR,
PAYROLL,  RECRUITMENT,
PERFORMANCE, ABSENCE

CASE
STUDY
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TIMELINE FOR
SELECTION: 
12 WEEKS



When contacting vendors, be clear on the scope and
timelines for your project.

Bear in mind that an RFP process may be required which
needs to be budgeted for and added to the timeline.

Don’t make assumptions when reviewing potential vendors -
there are so many examples of “I thought that was included”
- check the fine print and if you don't see something
mentioned, ask about it.
 
Ask other key decision-makers, close to the project, to check
through inclusions too.
 
Remember that the HR tech world is a competitive one,
which means there’s room for negotiation when it comes to
price.
 
There is always a deal to be made.
 
Consider offering a case study in exchange for a discount on
the product.

CONTACTING
VENDORS
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Ensure you have the right people in the room - other key stakeholders
need to see the product at the same time and have the opportunity to ask
questions.

Work with the vendors to plan a good demo that works for both parties.

Allow the vendor to show their USP – keeping the agenda too tight won’t
get the best results. 

Try to group demos together rather than leaving too long in between and
plan ahead around stakeholder priorities and annual leave.

Defining and communicating the scope of your selection project will
enable vendors to tailor their demonstrations accordingly.

DEMONSTRATIONS
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Plan how you will evaluate vendors before you commence demos. A clear
evaluation plan will enable you to focus on your key requirements during
the demonstration. 

During the demo, take stock of the overall look and feel of the system.
Was it easy to navigate? Do you think your users will fell engaged by the
look and feel?

Note down what you particularly liked about the system? Are there any
parts of the system you would like to see more of?

EVALUATIONS



Vendors communicate costs in several ways. 

Newer players in the market will usually offer
customers a transparent, monthly cost with short
notice periods.

Implementation costs for smaller SME providers
will often be included, but you will be expected to
do the implementation yourself, usually with good
remote support and online guidance.

This can be a quick, flexible and cost effective
approach for emerging organisations, but you
should still consider your own time and
capability to take on such a project.

More established vendors are now offering SaaS
(Software as a Service) payment models. This is
where you access the software via their server
and pay a licence fee (usually by capita) for the
benefit of using it. 

Coupled with the SaaS licensing costs, there will
usually be vendor professional services fees for
implementation support. It’s important to see a
proposed implementation plan to underpin this
and it should show you where the vendor
resource will be deployed during the project – you
don’t want to leave yourself short of support
during testing, or during a pay parallel run!

Finally, there may be peripheral costs to look out
for, such as additional costs for training the HR
team. 

COSTS

Be clear on the cost
structure

Annual licence fee?
Training costs?
Implementation cost?

Delivered internally or
outsourced?

Negotiate!
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OTHER COMMON COSTS TO LOOK OUT FOR
ARE INTEGRATION, BOTH FROM THE HRIS

VENDOR AND THE EXISTING BUSINESS
SYSTEM VENDOR



FUTURE
PROOF
YOUR HRIS
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Selecting a new HR system is often just the start. To be classed as successful, the new
system needs to be embedded and adopted within an organisation, as well as managed
successfully going forward.

Many organisations have selected systems that simply don't 'work'. Not necessarily
because they have chosen the wrong system, but because they have no resource to
maintain it.

It's vital to invest in the resources and internal skills to drive forward digital
transformation. Determine who will be accountable within your organisation and
ensure that they are involved in the selection process.

Organisations need digital transformation 
leaders and champions to lead change



NOT USING A CLEAR PROJECT
METHODOLOGY

NOT DEFINING THE SCOPE

NOT DEFINING ROLES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

NOT EXPLORING THE WHOLE OF
MARKET

LACK OF GOVERNANCE

LACK OF COMMUNICATION
INTERNALLY AND WITH VENDORS

RUSHED DEADLINES -  NOT
ENOUGH TIME TO DECIDE

NOT UNDERSTANDING BUDGET
SIGN OFF PROCESS

BEING UNCLEAR ON THE
BUSINESS CASE

AVOID
COMMON
PITFALLS
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FOR SUPPORT WITH HRIS
SELECTION OR TO
ENQUIRE ABOUT OUR
ONLINE HRIS SELECTION
PACKAGE VISIT:

WWW.SILVERCLOUDHR.CO.UK

info@silvercloudhr.co.uk


